Cj6      THEORY   AND   PRACTICE    OF   EDUCATION
or includes handwork as a sop to the Cerebus known as
* Modern Methods*; that allows two hours a week for
handicrafts and for the rest of the school days insists on
all children doing the same work, in approximately the
same time. Whether the doom comes sooner or later
depends on the enthusiasm of younger teachers.
It ma}7 be valuable for the reader to consider how the
three types of imaginative work are carried out in a modem
school:
Throughout the day in the good school a child is helped
to gain sympathetic insight. He is to a very great extent
a self-governing individual and thus learns how his acts
affect others. When a practice of his is forbidden by his
teacher, it is because his teacher has more knowledge of
the results of conduct and can point them out to him.
Thus Dr. Susan Isaacs stopped bullying among the boys
in her school because she could see the effect on the bullies
as well as the bullied.
In much of the actual work, more as the child gets to
the senior school, his sympathetic imagination is used.
A child interprets a story to a great extent only as he can
put himself into the hero's place. At first he feels his
smallness ennobled as he hears of Jack's killing the giant;
later he lives the life of the knight or the great explorer or
is helped to realize what it means to the Chinese to have
Japan at their wall.
Always whenever it is possible the good teacher makes
use of sympathetic imagination, both by giving the pupils
material for it to use and by directing the feeling into active
channels. The boy who has bullied a younger child and
has been helped to see it is cruel must be encouraged to
play the part of elder brother. The realization of some
otiier nation's difficulties should make for an excellent essay
or a fervent speech in the parliament of nations that the
elder scholars have organized.
Any erne wto was first taught by the pedestrian bi*-

